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In the Claims :

The following is a list of claims pending in this application and their

current status. This listing replaces all prior versions and listings.

1. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally updating precision and recall curves in a k nearest neighbor

database, said database including original documents, categories, category

assignments for the original documents, and category scores for the original

documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a list of their m nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores, wherein m>k;

adding or deleting one or more original documents and their category

assignments;

identifying the documents influenced by the adding or deleting;

updating one or more category scores of the influenced documents; and

' computing precision and recall curves for the categories having updated

category scores.

2. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally updating precision and recall curves in a k nearest neighbor

database, said database including original documents, categories, category

assignments for the original documents, and category scores for the original

documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a list of their m nearest neighbors and

corresponding similarity scores, wherein m>k;

adding or deleting one or more category assignments to one or more

original documents;
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updating category scores of the documents influenced by the adding or

deleting of one or more category assignments, for at least the categories

to which the category assignments were added or deleted; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories having updated

category scores.

3. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally adding category assignments to particular original documents in

a k nearest neighbor database, said database including original documents,

categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional

nearest neighbors and corresponding similarity scores;

adding one or more category assignments for one or more particular

original documents;

computing category scores for the particular original documents and a

predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the particular original

documents, for those categories to which the category assignments are

added, based on the retained similarity scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the

category assignments are added.

4. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally adding one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor

database, said database including original documents, categories, category,

assignments for the original documents, and category scores for the original

documents, the method including:
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retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional

nearest neighbors and corresponding similarity scores;

adding one or more documents;

calculating similarity scores between the added documents, and the

added and original documents;

modifying the retained first and second nearest neighbor lists for a

predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the added documents;

adding category assignments for the added documents;

computing one or more category scores for the added documents and the

predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the added documents,

based on the retained and calculated similarity scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the

category assignments are added.

5. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally deleting category assignments from particular documents in a k

nearest neighbor database, said database including original documents,

categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional

nearest neighbors and corresponding similarity scores;

deleting one or more of the category assignments for one or more

particular original documents;
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computing category scores for the particular original documents and a

predetermined number of nearest neighbors of the particular original

documents, for those categories from which the category assignments

are deleted, based on the retained similarity scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories from which the

category assignments are deleted.

6. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally deleting documents from a k nearest neighbor database, said

database including original documents, categories, category assignments for

the original documents, and category scores for the original documents, the

method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional

nearest neighbors and corresponding similarity scores;

deleting one or more of the original documents and corresponding

category assignments from the database;

deleting the deleted documents from the retained first and second

nearest neighbor lists for a predetermined number of nearest neighbors

of the deleted documents;

computing one or more category scores for a predetermined number of

nearest neighbors of the deleted documents, based on the retained

similarity scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories in which the

deleted documents had category assignments.

7. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally adding category assignments to particular original documents in

a k nearest neighbor database, said database including original documents,
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categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

creating an influence list of original documents having a particular original

document among their k nearest neighbors;

adding one or more category assignments for one or more particular

original documents;

identifying influenced original documents from the influence list for the

particular original documents to which the category assignments are

added;

• computing category scores of the influenced original documents and of

the particular original documents, for those categories to which the

category assignments are added, based on the retained similarity scores;

and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the

category assignments are added.

8. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally adding one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor

database, said database including original documents, categories, category

assignments for the original documents, and category scores for the original

documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain

original documents among their k nearest neighbors;

adding one or more documents to the database;
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calculating similarity scores between the added documents, and the

added and original documents;

updating the retained first list of k nearest neighbors to include the added

documents;

updating the influence list to include the added documents;

adding category assignments for the added documents;

computing one or more category scores of the added and original

documents influenced by the category assignments, based on the

retained and calculated similarity scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories to which the

category assignments are added.

9. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally deleting category assignments from particular documents in a k

nearest neighbor database, said database including original documents,

categories, category assignments for the original documents, and category

scores for the original documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain

original documents among their k nearest neighbors;

deleting one or more category assignments for one or more particular

original documents;

identifying influenced original documents from the influence list for the

particular original documents from which the category assignments are

computing category scores of the influenced original documents and of

the particular original documents for those categories from which the

deleted;
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category assignments are deleted, based on the retained similarity

scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories from which the

category assignments are deleted.

10. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method of

incrementally deleting one or more documents to a k nearest neighbor

database, said database including original documents, categories, category

assignments for the original documents, and category scores for the original

documents, the method including:

retaining for the original documents a first list of their k nearest neighbors

and corresponding similarity scores;

retaining for the original documents a second list of m-k additional

nearest neighbors and corresponding similarity scores;

creating an influence list of those original documents having certain

original documents among their k nearest neighbors;

deleting one or more documents from the database and corresponding

category assignments;

updating the retained first and second lists of m nearest neighbors to

delete the deleted documents;

updating the influence list to delete the deleted documents;

computing one or more category scores of the original documents

influenced by the deleted documents, based on the retained similarity

scores; and

computing precision and recall curves for the categories in which the

deleted documents had category assignments.
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